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the cloud purpose built for your organization
LightEdge is changing the way you think about public cloud, offering the agility and flexibility you demand from the cloud. We 
believe the cloud should be tailored to your organization’s unique needs, whether those needs involve compliance, security, business 
continuity, disaster recovery, or just ensuring user-friendliness. We are the enterprise cloud solution that embraces a wide range of 
workloads, including cloud-native applications built on containers and microservices, as well as those legacy applications you can’t 
seem to find a replacement for. Our flexible resource pools allow you to build and resize workloads dynamically with predictable, 
surprise-free billing, all while being more cost-effective than traditional hyperscalers. We provide colocation services in the same 
facilities as our cloud, allowing seamless integration and management for your hybrid infrastructure.

Most importantly, our 100% US-Based support team is here for you 24/7/365 to answer your questions, solve your problems, and 
watch over your infrastructure with our proactive management and monitoring services. When we identify an issue, we provide 
timely, transparent, and easy-to-understand communication. We answer your questions and help you solve the problem quickly. Real 
people with real answers to your questions means that you don’t have to take the cloud journey alone.
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what can the cloud do for you?

HOW IS THIS CLOUD DIFFERENT?

certifiably secure, we prove it
Our compliance and security experts take the 
guesswork out of keeping your business and its 
vital data protected. We pass our compliance 
expertise and security benefits onto you through 
our colocation and cloud services.

innovation through automation
API driven and Infrastructure-as-Code ready, 
our cloud keeps up with your CI/CD pipeline by 
integrating with Ansible, TerraForm, and more.

managed disaster recovery
Integrated multi-site disaster recovery makes 
protecting your workloads fast and easy, anour 
Disaster Recovery team is here for you with guided 
testing and 24/7 disaster response.

security-first networking
Integrated microsegmentation, flexible firewallling, 
and the ability to integrate with security platforms 
you’ve already invested in means your cloud stays 
safe and secure.

real people, always
We are here, 24/7/365, ready to 

answer the call. Whether you 
need urgent help, or just have a 

question, call us any time!

predictable spend
Our straight-forward 

resource pool model means 
the only surprise on your 

bill is how easy it is to 
understand.

easy to use, really
Our cloud platform is built for 

everyone to use with no special 
training needed to get started.

100% SLA uptime
We guarantee 100% uptime 

Period. Our networks and 
platforms are built to back 

it up.

GET YOUR 
CLOUD ASSESSMENT
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